Solutions@Work is an IT Solutions company focusing on custom web-based application development, mobile application
development, and IT consulting. With over 100 years of combined experience, our strength is in helping companies of all
sizes develop new strategies and approaches to managing their technology needs. We are committed to delivering
solutions to our customers in a create, cost effective manner.
Custom Application Development
Tired of trying to fit your business into a boxed application? Fed up with
managing your operations with a series of spread sheets or outdated
software? Solutions@Work will work with you and your team to learn your
business and wrap new, custom technology around your processes. We'll
create your new software and host it in the cloud, to let you run your
business whenever you want, and wherever you are.
Our customers come in all types, shapes and sizes. Whether you're a mom
and pop retail store, or a 100 million-dollar powerhouse, our experienced
staff of developers and project managers can help improve your processes
and start increasing your bottom line.
Mobile Web Applications
Can't be tethered to your desk all day? Do you need real-time access into
your mobile staff's activities? Solutions@Work will create a mobile, web
application that feeds you information as it happens, and eliminate the need
for stacks of paperwork and daily data entry.
Our customers have relied on us for a wide variety of mobile applications, on
a long list of devices. By creating web applications, we're able to be device
agnostic and not tie ourselves to one OS or piece of hardware. We've
developed custom, mobile applications across a wide array of industries.

At A Glance…
Who we are:
An IT Solutions Company
Founded:
1997
Languages:
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Cold Fusion
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iOS
Android
Social:

Our Clients:

IT Consulting
We have experience working with companies of all shapes and types. From
Retail and Distribution, to Recycling and Lawn Care, to Medical and
Construction, we can help you find the best, most cost-effective solution to
your technology needs. Whether it's basic software analysis, full project life
cycle management, or assisting with your Sarbanes-Oxley compliance, we
have the knowledge base to help you make the right decisions.
We manage entire IT departments for some of our customers, including
servers (both on site and hosted), networks, telephony, mobile and technical
support. We represent our customers as they work with their vendors, to find
the best solution at the lowest possible price.
Our experienced project managers can help you manage your projects from
the initial planning stage, all the way through project completion.
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